
Clavister to Deliver 5G Security to
Australian Public Safety Network
23 April 2021 – Örnsköldsvik, Sweden – Clavister, a leader in high-performance cybersecurity
solutions, today announces that its 5G Security Solution has been selected for a new national
mobile broadband network for emergency services in Australia.

The first phase of the deployment is a feasibility trial and will be used to test technology that
will form the final design of the nationwide public safety mobile broadband (PSMB) capability
for emergency situations. The initial order is worth just under 1 MSEK to Clavister, with
additional orders to follow on the back of the continuous deployment and capacity scaling.

“We are proud to be trusted once again to provide our 5G Security Solution to one of the most
challenging applications - public safety networks - being relied upon 24/7/365 to handle the
most critical and life-threatening situations," said John Vestberg, CEO at Clavister.

The Clavister 5G Security Solution delivers lower TCO compared to other solutions thanks to
the efficiency gains of using one single solution. It provides common management across all
parts of the network, for different use cases, on different platforms, and even across different
technologies (5G/4G/3G).The solution is proven in commercial deployments with several tier-1
5G and 4G operators in live operation under massive load, deployed both as virtual and bare
metal.  “We are a global partner and these deployments highlight that our solutions can perform
on a global scale. With 5G being relied on for more critical services providers must have
network security at the forefront of development. Our solutions have been developed
specifically for high-capacity and ultra-reliable applications, with flexibility and scalability
enabling full security at all times," concludes Vestberg.

For more information, please contact:
John Vestberg, President and CEO, ir@clavister.com or +46(0)660-29 92 00

About Clavister
Clavister is a cybersecurity company that believes that robust network security is everybody’s
business. Founded and headquartered in Örnsköldsvik, Sweden, and with more than 20 years of
experience, Clavister proudly holds ‘Cybersecurity made in Europe’ status by the European
Cyber Security Organisation. Bringing the best of European innovation and service to
enterprises, public bodies and telecom network operators around the world, Clavister is
empowering and enabling users to secure their operations in an increasingly complex digital
environment.


